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ABSTRACT:  
The data are there. But they are not information till they are packaged and arrive at the desk of the decision maker. Yet 
for all of our exquisite user interfaces, how many executives really want to play with all of the menus and the drop-
downs of the data warehouse? The SAS publish/subscribe framework allows you to distribute the actionable output you 
create and allows users at all levels the ability to filter the content they need and want. This paper provides an 
introduction to the steps needed to publish your results for the people who need it to receive them. 
 
The data are there. They have been collected. They have been cleaned. They have been loaded. And they are waiting 
there behind big shiny buttons and zippy drop downs to lead the way. Problem is, the big shiny buttons are not being 
pressed often enough. The SAS Publish/Subscribe framework provides a method for analyst to prepare and package 
(publish) actionable data coupled with the ability to have these packages screened and delivered according to the 
recipient’s wishes (subscribe). 
 
The publish/subscribe metaphor is one we are all familiar with. Our world is full of publishers … from the weekly 
community paper to the major daily newspapers, glossy magazines from Newsweek to Nudity to New Trends. And all 
publishers seek out the best way to hit their target market. As SAS analysts, we see this as a natural activity for the 
publisher. As publishers, we must seek out our market. Find the best way to target our market. Package our product and 
publish. In gross terms it is really simple: 

• Make our statement 
• Find the folks who want to hear our statement 
• Put our statement on their doorsteps 
• Get them to buy it even if it is not always what they want to hear 

 
Of course, if you do not know your market, you take a scattergun approach and hope you find people who like what 
you publish. 
 
While the publisher has the problem of identifying potential subscribers, the subscriber has the problem of screening 
out off target publications. Who amongst us has not bought a magazine with a handful of pull out subscription offers? 
Who amongst us as never had a telemarketer offer a newspaper or magazine at a special introductory offer? Not that the 
publication is not interesting, it is just not quite what we are after.  In every issue there are letters to the editor 
complaining of the content of some previous issue. Not irregularly we agree with the complaints. In gross terms we 
want: 

• To let the publishers know what we want to hear 
• Accept the content we want to hear 
• Lose the clutter of the things we do not want to hear 

 
In any internal corporate setting, these general terms hold as well. Sadly, as publishers we often miss the mark. At first, 
we produced everything, printed it, and sent it to everyone. The only ones who won there were those who held paper 
company stocks. Then we got smart and made the big shiny buttons.  We created applications and interfaces so users 
can click and point to the data they want. The problem is not everyone wants to navigate and click and point to see 
what is out there. Many of us would be happy to have some summaries delivered to our desktop; then, if they are of 
interest follow up on our own. The SAS Publishing Framework facilitates this. The SAS Publishing Framework allows 
us to package and distribute structured SAS results such as datasets, catalogs, views etc. as well as unstructured results 
such as GIFs, HTML (including ODS output), URL’s etc. The remainder of the paper will provide an overview of the 
major actions – Publish and Retrieve. 

THE SAS PUBLISHING FRAMEWORK 
The SAS Publishing Framework is an important part of SAS Integration Technologies. The Publishing Framework is a 
set of components that allow data – both structures and unstructured – to be efficiently packaged and distributed, i.e. 
published, in an appropriate manner, and for subscribers to easily retrieve the data and turn it into actionable business 
knowledge. This paper will provide an overview of the main components of the SAS Publishing Framework. It will 
also provide more detail on the process involved in publishing data, specifically the SAS programme calls required to 
publish. 
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GETTING STARTED 
There are a number of points you need to address before starting out with the SAS Publishing Framework. Fortunately 
SAS provides the administrative tools to help you get on your way. Unfortunately, there are some differences in the 
administrative tools between SAS v8.2 and SAS v9.1. In v8.2, the administrative tools are tied to using an LDAP 
server. In v9.1, the LDAP server is supported, but SAS recommends using Open Metadata Architecture (OMA). At the 
time of the writing of this paper I did not have enough experience with the OMA to warrant detail on using the OMA 
administrative tools, hence I will not outline the use of the tools in this paper. And since the OMA provides better 
administrative facilities, and it is recommended by SAS, I will not discuss the LDAP related tools in this paper. For 
detail on the administrative tools, see the SAS Integration Technologies v9.1 documentation  
(http://support.sas.com/rnd/itech/library/library9.html).  
 

PUBLISHING 
Before creating the material you want to publish, you need to consider what data you want to publish, but also how 
your data will be accessed. When considering the ‘what’, you must data you plan to publish. The first, and of course 
most critical step, is to create the output you want to publish. The output can be a SAS table, report output, graphs etc.  
Once created, the output must be packaged, labeled and sent to the appropriate channel or destination.  
 
As with all business processes you must understand not only your data and results, but also how these data and results 
will be accessed before creating (rendering) your results package. You need to consider what is on the user’s 
environment: 

• Is SAS available? 
• Is there limited local storage? 
• Is there web access? 

 
And beyond the actual user environment you need to know the user mix. Do you have a heterogeneous base – 
executives, managers, programmers etc., or a more homogeneous base? Needless to say, SAS provides the tools for you 
to render one or more packages to meet all of your target destinations. Packages can be rendered interactively through 
the SAS Publisher GUI, programmatically in a SAS application using PACKAGE_PUBLISH CALL routines, or 
through third party applications that use SAS Integration Technologies. This paper will focus on the 
PACKAGE_PUBLISH CALL routines. 
 

PACKAGE CONTENT 
As you create the package you want to publish, there are two fundamental types of data you can include 

• SAS results 
• Unstructured content 

 
SAS results can be SAS tables/datasets, SAS/SQL views, SAS catalogues, or SAS databases (e.g. MDDB). 
Unstructured content can be just about anything. Common sorts of unstructured content would be ODS output in the 
form of HTML or RTF, binary files such as graphic files (JPEG, GIFF), or text files such as SAS source code. There is 
virtually no limit on the unstructured content.  
 

PACKAGE DESTINATIONS 
When determining how to the package will be published, you need to take into account not only the information needs 
of the subscribers of your package, but also some of the technical issues, in particular the hardware and software 
available across the enterprise.  Moreover, you also need to consider the range of expertise of the subscribers of your 
package.  The options for publishing are: 

• Archive 
o A single binary collection of all the items in a package. An archived package is also referred to as 

an SPK file, which is short for SAS Package. 
• Channel 

o A conduit for sending information from a publisher to all users subscribed to the channel 
• E-mail 
• Message Queue 

o A place where the publisher can send a message (or a package) that can be retrieved by another 
program for continued processing. 

• WebDAV-Compliant Server 
o A WebDAV-compliant server facilitates concurrent access to and update of package data on the 
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Internet. 
 
 
When publishing to e-mail, the identities of the recipients are known but the published package can be heterogeneous; 
this is, it is identity centric. When publishing to a channel, the contents of the published package tend to be 
homogeneous and the identities of the recipients are not known; that is, it is subject centric. See the SAS documentation 
for details on creating, administrating and subscribing to channels. 
 

FILTERING 
In order to allow consumers to access only the content they want, filtering can be applied. Filters can be inclusive, that 
is, accept content that meets the criteria, or exclusive, that is, accept everything except those that meet some criteria. 
The two basic types of filters available are: 

• Entry type filters 
• Name/Value filters 

 
Entry type filters are useful when only certain types of package content can be viewed. For example, if the subscriber 
does not have SAS available, a filter could exclude all entries where the content type is DATASET. 
 
Name/Value filters are more versatile, and are based upon criteria devised within the organization.  It is important that 
name/value pairs be carefully considered and consistently applied. Name/Value pairs can be attached to the package as 
well as to individual entries within the package. In this way, the entire package can be excluded if the subscriber’s 
filters do not match that of the package. And even if the package is acceptable, not all of the entries need to be 
accessed. By using Name/Value filters then, an omnibus package could be created and published, but individual 
subscribers would only see the entries that match their filter criteria. 
 
As noted above, the Name/Value pairs are devised from within the organization; there are no inherent limitations to 
them as there are with entry type filters. In Listing 1, Name/Value pairs are applied in the CALL INSERT_HTML line; 
the specific filters are “HTML=YES EXCEL=YES”. A subscriber can set filters to accept the entry if either criterion is 
true, or both is true. In Listing 2, a code snippet from and Excel VBA module shows an example of reading and entry 
of HTML=YES and EXCEL=YES.  

CREATING AND PUBLISHING A PACKAGE WITH CODE 
A package is created in a SAS datastep in four main steps 

• Initialize 
• Insert 
• Publish 
• Finish 

 
For each package there is only one Initialize and one Finish call, but there can be multiple Insert and Publish calls. This 
means that one package can have different types of content as well as different publish destination. Listing 1 has a 
sample SAS code which inserts ODS HTML output, graphic output and a SAS dataset into a package to be published 
as an ARCHIVE.  
 

SAS CALL ROUTINES  
As noted above, there are four types of SAS call routines used in publishing – Initialize, Insert, Publish, and Finish. 
This section describes the SAS routines and their arguments. All of the routines have two common arguments; these are 

• Package ID 
• Call return code 

 
A unique Package ID is created in the Initialize call and id used by all the other calls to identify the package being 
acted upon. In addition, each call has a return code that will indicate success (a zero value) or failure (non-zero value) 
of the call. Good programming practice demands this code be tested after each call something like: 

   CALL PACKAGE_BEGIN(pid, “Sample Package”, “”, rc); 
   if rc ne 0 then do 
      msg = sysmsg(); 
      put msg; 
      ABORT; 
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   end; 
   put 'Package init successful.'; 

 
In this example the return code is in the variable rc. This example also demonstrates the use of sysmsg() to get the 
text message associated with the error. 
 
CALL PACKAGE_BEGIN initializes a package. It is called once for each package. This call will assign  
 
CALL INSERT_ inserts items into the package. For structured items there are five CALL routines: 

• INSERT_CATALOG 
• INSERT_DATASET 
• INSERT_FDB 
• INSERT_MDDB 
• INSERT_SQLVIEW 

 
And for unstructured data there are four CALL routines 

• INSERT_FILE – can be a GIF, a WORD document, a TEXT file etc 
• INSERT_HTML 
• INSERT_REF – can be a reference to a URL or HTML 
• INSERT_VIEWER – inserts a TEXT or HTML viewer 

 
CALL PACKAGE_PUBLISH is called once for every destination for the package. The package destinations are 

• Publish to an Archive  
• Publish to E-mail 
• Publish to Queues 
• Publish to Subscribers 
• Publish to a WebDAV-Compliant Server 

 
 
 
CALL PACKAGE_END to finish the package and free the resources. 

CONCLUSION 
This has been a very cursory introduction to a powerful and sometimes confusing component of SAS Integration 
Technologies – the Publishing Framework. This framework allows for the effective flow of data to the appropriate 
people within the enterprise so they can turn these data into knowledge and help power the enterprise. 
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LISTINGS 
LISTING 1 SAS CODE TO CREATE A PACKAGE 

/* The following data step creates the package. 
   The steps creating the output are not shown */ 
data _null_; 
   rc    = 0; 
   pid   = 0; 
   pid2  = 0; 
   length desc name nameV $ 255; 
   desc = "SAS Publish Example"; 
 
   /*This statement begins the package definition*/ 
   Call package_begin(pid, desc, nameV, rc); 
   if rc ne 0 then do 
      msg = sysmsg(); 
      put msg; 
      ABORT; 
   end; 
   put 'Package init successful.'; 
 
   /*This statement inserts the dataset that we created  
     with the proc corr statement into the package*/ 
   Call insert_dataset(pid, "work", "dataout", "proc corr on &datasetname", 
                       "dataset=&datasetname", rc); 
   if rc ne 0 then do; 
      msg = sysmsg(); 
      put msg; 
      ABORT; 
   end; 
   put 'Dataset ok'; 
 
   /*This statement inserts the graph that we created  
     with the gplot statement into the package*/ 
   Call insert_file(pid, "filename:sasgraph.gif", 
                    "binary", "image/gif", "gplot", 
                    "", rc); 
   if rc ne 0 then do; 
      msg = sysmsg(); 
      put msg; 
      ABORT; 
   end; 
   put 'Binary file is ok'; 
 
   /*This statement inserts the RTF report that we created  
     with the proc print  statement into the package*/ 
   Call insert_file(pid, "filename:&rtfFileName", 
                    "binary", "word/rtf", "RTF Report", 
                    "RTF=YES WORD=YES", rc); 
   if rc ne 0 then do; 
      msg = sysmsg(); 
      put msg; 
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      ABORT; 
   end; 
   put 'Binary file is ok'; 
 
   /*This statement inserts the html files that we created  
     with proc  print and proc contents into the package.*/ 
 
   Call insert_html(pid, "filename:&bodyfilename","&bodyfilename","","", 
                    "filename:&bodyfilename", "", "", "", 
                    "ODS HTML Output", "HTML=YES EXCEL=YES", rc); 
   if rc ne 0 then do; 
      msg = sysmsg(); 
      put msg; 
      ABORT; 
   end; 
   put 'HTML is ok'; 
 
   /*The following statements publish the package to an archive in the path 
that is passed 
   in to the program.  The package will be named demo.spk*/ 
   name = "demo"; 
   path = "c:\temp"; 
   Call package_publish(pid, "TO_ARCHIVE", rc, "path, name", 
                         path, name); 
   if rc ne 0 then  do; 
      msg = sysmsg(); 
      put msg; 
      ABORT; 
   end; 
   put 'Publish successful'; 
 
   Call package_publish(pid, "TO_REQUESTER", rc, "", ""); 
 
   if rc ne 0 then  do; 
      msg = sysmsg(); 
      put msg; 
      ABORT; 
   end; 
   put 'Publish successful'; 
/***********************************************/ 
 
   /*This statement ends the definition of the package*/ 
   Call package_end(pid, rc); 
   if rc ne 0 then  do; 
      msg = sysmsg(); 
      put msg; 
      ABORT; 
   end; 
   put 'Package term successful'; 
run; 

 
 

LISTING 2 EXCEL VBA CODE TO READ A PACKAGE 
' and execute the stored process publish.sas with no args 
sp.ExecuteWithResults "publish", "", rpSAS 
If Not (rpSAS Is Nothing) Then 
   rpCount = rpSAS.EntryCount 
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   rpSAS.ListEntries "HTML=YES & EXCEL=YES", rpType, rpDesc, rpIndex 
   rpSAS.GetNameValuePairs rpNVPairs 
   rpNameValue = rpSAS.NameValues 
   For i = 0 To UBound(rpIndex) 
      If rpType(i) = PackageTypeHTMLSet Then 
         Set rpHTMLFile = rpSAS.GetEntry(rpIndex(i)) 
         rpHTMLFile.GetNameValuePairs rpNVPairs 
         Set rpBinaryStream=_ 
             rpHTMLFile.OpenContents(StreamOpenModeForReading, "") 
         tFileName = makeTempFile & ".HTM" 
          
         Set fsObject = New Scripting.FileSystemObject 
         Set fsFile = fsObject.CreateTextFile(tFileName, True) 
          
         rpBinaryStream.Read 100000, sODSOutput 
         While (UBound(sODSOutput()) > 0) 
            ' Do something with the read text here 
            For j = 0 To UBound(sODSOutput) 
               fsFile.Write Chr$(sODSOutput(j)) 
            Next j 
            rpBinaryStream.Read 100000, sODSOutput 
         Wend 
         fsFile.Close 
 
' SELECT  the first sheet 
         Application.ScreenUpdating = False 
          
         Worksheets(1).Activate 
         Set rng = ActiveSheet.Range("a1").SpecialCells(xlCellTypeLastCell) 
          
      ' locate the last active cell and clear the data 
         lrow = rng.row 
         lcol = rng.Column 
         Range("a1", rng).Clear 
          
         Range("A1").Select 
         Set currentCell=_ 
Application.Workbooks(ActiveWorkbook.Name).ActiveSheet.Application.ActiveCell 
         Set tempWrk = Workbooks.Open(tFileName) 
         Set tempRg = tempWrk.ActiveSheet.UsedRange 
         tempRg.Copy currentCell 
         tempWrk.Close False 
         Shell ("C:\Program Files\Internet Explorer\IEXPLORE.EXE " & tFileName) 
      End If 
   Next I 
End If 
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